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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the broadcast nature of wireless commu-

nications, the security issues have been received

a lot of attention as a variety of wireless communi-

cations increases, where wireless medium allow to

be susceptible of eavesdropping without evidences.

While the traditional security based on cryptog-

raphy is performed in the upper layers (e.g., net-

work layer), the information-theoretic approach [1]

is utilized to strengthen the security of wireless

communications in the physical layer. There are

some pioneering works [1-3] on physical layer se-

curity based on a wiretap channel consisting a

source (Alice), a destination (Bob), and an eaves-

dropper (Eve) where the perfect secrecy can be

achieved without the help of cryptography when

the difference between the capacities of main and

eavesdropper channels keeps positive.

Relay transmission has been considered as an

efficient technique to attain broader coverage and

to overcome channel impairments [4-5]. In order

to achieve more system capacity, the multi-

ple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay systems

have been investigated in the literlature [6].

Moreover, some multi-antenna techniques (e.g.

maximal ratio combining (MRC), antennas se-

lection, beamforming, etc) have been considered as

a promising one because they can enhance the

overall system performance [7], [8]. In [7], authors

examined the impact of the multi-antenna relay on

the end-to-end error performance with the thresh-

old-based MRC and the threshold-based selection

combining (SC) at the relay. Authors in [8] consid-

ered the optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-

based transmit antenna selection at the source and

relay for the amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol.

Additionally, Wang et. al in [6] applied the protocol
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that the MRC and the maximal ratio transmission

(MRT) are utilized at the relay as well as consid-

ered the partial relay selection.

Recently, the information-theoretic security

with relay transmission in the presence of eaves-

droppers has been investigated in the previous

works [9], [10]. Specifically, authors in [9] in-

troduced the relay-eavesdropper channel and of-

fered an outer-bound on the rate-equivocation re-

gion over several cooperation strategies. Dong et

al. in [10] investigated the optimal relay weights

to maximize the achievable secrecy rate for the

multiple relays employing several relay protocols.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the impact

of MIMO relay or multi-antenna relay while exist-

ing an eavesdropper has been not studied suffi-

ciently. This interest is steadily growing because

the performance of a secure transmission in the

presence of an eavesdropper is very different from

one of a conventional transmission.

In this paper, we analyze the secrecy outage

probability (SOP) of the AF transmission in the

presence of a passive eavesdropper. In detail, we

apply reception/transmission diversity techniques

at the multi-antenna relay and provide the exact

SOP of the proposed AF-based secure trans-

mission in a one-integral form. Finally, we verify

our analytical results with some selected com-

puter-based simulation results.

Notation: Throughout this paper,  ⋅ and

 ⋅ denote a complementary cumulative dis-

tribution function (CCDF) and a probability density

function (PDF) of a random variable  ,

respectively. ∼  denotes a circular

symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 

with mean  and variance  . E⋅ is an expect-

ation operator.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider an AF relaying

protocol consisting of a source, a destination, a re-

lay, and an eavesdropper denoted by S, D, R, and

E, respectively, which operates a half-duplex

transmission. In addition, the relay is equipped

with L antennas whereas other terminals has one

antenna, and there is no direct transmission be-

tween the source and the destination as well as be-

tween the source and the eavesdropper. We denote


, 

, and 
as channel coefficients for

the S-R, R-D, and R-E links with the l-th antenna

of the relay, respectively. Specifically, we assume

that the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)

channel condition per link where  
∼ ,

 
∼ , and  

∼. In the

first time slot of a half-duplex mode, the received

signals at the relay are given by

  h     (1)

where  is the transmitted signal with

E   h is an  ×  complex channel co-

Fig. 1. Proposed AF relay system model in the presence of an eavesdropper.
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efficient vector for the S-R link as

h  


⋯  
 , n 

is a noise vector at

the relay as n  


⋯  
 , and  

is the ad-

ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as

 
∼ . Additionally, in the second time

slot, the relay amplifies its received signal and for-

wards it to the destination. In the wiretapper chan-

nel between the relay and the eavesdropper, the

eavesdropper plays a passive role where no chan-

nel state information (CSI) feedback is available.

This implies that the eavesdropper just overhears

the information conveyed from the relay to the

destination [11].

In this work, we consider the MRC/transmit an-

tenna selection (TAS) transmission at the relay

where the MRC for received signals from the

source and the TAS for forwarding them to the

destination are applied. The relay has a scalar

symbol h y based on the MRC, and then re-
transmits it to the destination with an amplifying

gain via the best transmit antenna. In the second

time slot, the received signal at the destination can

be represented by

    
    

     (2)

where  is an amplifying gain at the relay as

  E ∥yR∥  , 
is a complex channel co-

efficient for the R-D link with the selected best

transmit antenna k,  argmax  
 for

  ⋯ , and  is the AWGN at the destination.

On the other hand, the received signal at the eaves-

dropper can be given by

    
    

     (3)

where 
is a complex channel coefficient vector

for the R-E link and  is the AWGN at the

eavesdropper. According to (2), the instantaneous

output SNR at the destination can be given by

     

 
 (4)

where   

 ∥h∥ and   


 

 .

Additionally, the instantaneous output SNR at the

eavesdropper can be written as

     

 
 (5)

where   




 .

2.2 Achievable Secrecy Rate

In this work, we assume that all the channels

are quasistatic fading channels which implies the

fading coefficients are invariant during the trans-

mission of an entire codeword. In addition, the co-

deword is enough long to achieve for secrecy-ca-

pacity codes in every transmission. Under the

these assumptions, the achievable secrecy capacity

 can be calculated by a difference between the

main channel capacity (for the destination) and the

wiretap channel capacity (for the eavesdropper) as

[3]

      (6)

where  
 denotes max ,   

 log  

and   

 log  . From (2)-(3), the achiev-

able secrecy capacities of the proposed scheme can

be represented as

 





 log






 

 

  

  











 (7)

From the preliminary studies of MRC and TAS

[12] over the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels, the

PDFs of   and  are given by


 


 



   exp
  (8)

and


  

  




 

   exp
   (9)
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respectively, where   


 and

  


 . Additionally, when considering a

passive eavesdropper, the PDF of  can be giv-

en by 
  

 exp
  where

  


 .

3. SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF THE 

PROPOSED AF RELAY TRANSMISSION

In this section, the SOP analysis of the AF

transmission with a multi-antenna relay while ex-

isting an eavesdropper is presented. More specifi-

cally, we obtain the exact SOP of the proposed

system in a one-integral form where the SOP is

defined as the probability that the achievable se-

crecy capacity  is below the target secrecy ca-

pacity  as [3]

  Pr     (10)

Using (6), the SOP of the proposed system in

(10) can be rewritten as

  Pr





 

  

  

   

 





 (11)

where   
. Letting    , then the SOP in

(11) can be evaluated as

 


∞


   (12)

where

  Pr





 

 

  

   

 





 (13)

With some manipulations, the probability  in

(13) can be rewritten as

  Pr     

         (14)

The parameter  always is more than 1 since

the target secrecy capacity  is positive real

number. Therefore, it is easily known that the term

         in (14) is also al-

ways positive. Finally, the probability  can be

divided into two probabilities as

 Pr  ≤ Pr   

     (15)

where

    

         
 (16)

Since  and  are independent random var-

iables, the probability  can be calculated as

(17)

Using the probability theories of the i.i.d.

Rayleigh fading conditions in (8)-(9) and the mul-

ti-binomial theorem, one can obtain the final re-

sults of the probability   for the proposed

scheme as

(18)

where  is the modified Bessel function of the

second kind with order . Finally, Substituting the

probability of  in (18) into (12), we can calcu-

late the exact SOP of the propose system in a

one-integral form.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the SOP of the mul-

ti-antenna relay-based AF transmission in a pres-

ence of an eavesdropper over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
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channels by Monte-Carlo simulations and compare

them with our analysis in (12) and (18).

Fig. 2 shows the secrecy outage probability of

the proposed scheme with the different number of

antennas at the relay where the average SNR is

set to      ,    dB, and the target

secrecy data rate   bps/Hz. As shown in Fig.

2, the secrecy outage probability decreases as the

average SNR increases and as the number of

available antennas increases. For example, when

considering the secrecy outage probability   , the

convention system with   requires the about 25

SNR [dB] while the proposed system with   re-

quires only the about 15 SNR [dB]. In order to

show an efficiency of our proposed scheme, we

compare the previous multi-antenna relaying

scheme, Strategy 2, in [13] with ours. In addition,

our analytical results by using (12) and (18) are

in a good agreement with our simulation results.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the secrecy outage

probability of multi-antenna AF relay transmission

in a presence of eavesdropper. In order to improve

system performances, we applied MRC/TAS di-

versity techniques at the relay side. For the per-

formance analysis, we offered the exact secrecy

outage probability in one-integral form. From the

selected numerical examples, we verified that our

analytical results are well-matched with simu-

lation results.
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